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Abstract
We describe a method for forecasting British general elections by combining national and constituency
polling. We reconcile national and constituency estimates through a new swing model.
Highlights:
 Integrates both national and constituency
polling to provide seat forecasts
 Provides consistent probabilistic forecasts
across seat and national-level outcomes
 Proposes a new swing model which avoids neg-
ative vote shares
 Like other poll-based models, model displayed
large total seat error (110 seats) and over-
condent predictions
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1. Introduction
This note sets out a method for forecasting the
2015 British general election based on national and
constituency polling data. It comprises three steps:
a model for forecasting national public opinion, a
model for current constituency public opinon, and
a method of reconciling these two sets of estimates
through a new swing model. With only minor
changes, this method has been used to make daily
forecasts of the election outcome from September
2014 onwards. These forecasts have been published
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online at www.electionforecast.co.uk.2 This
note provides our forecast from the morning of the
election.
2. National model
We begin by estimating current vote intention
for the seven main parties (Conservative, Labour,
Liberal Democrats, SNP, Plaid Cymru, the Greens,
and UKIP) and all other parties combined. To do
so, we use all publicly available national3 polls pub-
lished from May 2014. Where possible, we use in-
formation on the weighted number of respondents
2Here we describe our predictions for the 632 mainland
constituencies. Our website includes predictions for North-
ern Irish seats, but these are derived from a very dierent
model.
3By \national" polls, we mean polls that cover Great
Britain, but not Northern Ireland.
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intending to vote for each party, rather than the
percentages reported. Like other contributors to
this volume, we combine these polls using a state
space model estimated using Markov Chain Monte
Carlo methods (Jackman 2005), except that in or-
der to account for the compositional nature of this
data, we perform an additive log ratio transform
(Aitchison 1986) on the vote shares of all parties
save the reference party.4 With this model we re-
cover estimates of party support that sum to 100%,
together with the associated posterior distributions.
Specically, where yi is a vector of length 8 which
stores the (weighted) number of respondents to poll
i intending to vote for each party, and where ni is
the (weighted) number of respondents in each poll
(ni =
P
yi) we model the outcome of each poll as
yi Multinom(i; ni)
where the probability of voting for each party ij
is modelled as follows:
log(ij) = jhi + jti
where t indexes time from a year before the elec-
tion (t = 1:::365), h indexes polling companies,5
jh reects the house eect for party j, and where
jti represents the latent support for party j. That
level of latent support can in turn be modelled as a
random walk for all parties save the reference party:
jt  N(jt 1; !2); j = 2:::8; t = 2; :::365
For the reference party, 1t = 0 for all values
of t. Initial relative values of party support for
all other parties are drawn from a diuse uniform
prior bounded between -10 and +10 on this log ratio
scale. In order to transform party support back to
national support for a party as a proportion (Vjt),
we calculate
Vjt =
ejt
8P
j=1
ejt
In this way, we ensure that our estimates of cur-
rent party support sum to one. House eects in
4We use the Conservative party as our reference party.
The choice of reference party does not aect the results.
5More accurately, h indexes combinations of polling com-
panies and methodologies, such that a polling company
which changes its methodology is akin to a \new" polling
company.
this model are identied by ensuring that the house
eects of \active" polling company-methodology
combinations have mean zero for each party.
Using the same state-space model, we have also
estimated party support for three main parties
(Conservative, Labour and Liberal Democrat, or
predecessor parties) for the eight elections from
1979 onwards, from a year before the election.6
We use these estimates to calculate how much lev-
els of support for a party will revert back to their
performance in the previous election. Specically,
for each of the 365 days preceding the election
(t = 1:::365), and combining data across parties
and elections (such that N = 3  8 = 24 for each
day), we estimate the following regression equation:
Observed swing = t(Poll implied swing) + t
t  N(0; t)
recovering 365 values of , which we then smooth
and store as e.7 We also store each of the 365 values
of , and also smooth these.
The benet of this model { which can be de-
scribed as a \change on change" model, and which
has no intercept { is that it can be applied to
any party, even parties for which we lack historical
polling information (for example, UKIP), and that,
because it treats parties equivalently, it ensures that
vote shares continue to sum to 100%. Additionally,
the parameter  can be interpreted quite naturally
as the weight to place on poll-implied vote shifts.
Values of  increase from about 0.45 to 0.80 over
the year before the election.
Because  is always less than one, our model sug-
gests that, before the election, parties which are
polling badly in the run up to the election (com-
pared to the previous election) tend to recover some
of the support they have lost. Conversely, parties
which are polling well in the run up to the election
lose some of what they have gained. Some of this
\swingback" and \fallback" occurs before the elec-
tion, but because the maximum value of  is less
than one, our model assumes that some of it occurs
between the nal polls and the election result.
6We start in 1979 because previous research has suggested
that this election represents a break (Fisher 2014), and be-
cause the polling record for the previous October 1974 elec-
tion is truncated by the February 1974 election.
7Specically, we t a local linear regression with a window
around date of poll t that runs from 1:5t  10 to 0:5t+ 10.
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On any given day t, a tentative forecast for each
party's national vote share, V^j , can thus be approx-
imated by the following equation:
V^j = Previous vote share + et(Poll implied swingt)
Our actual forecast is more complicated, because
we must incorporate not just uncertainty surround-
ing the poll-implied swing, but also the uncertainty
present in the relationship between polling and out-
comes captured in . At the same time, we must
restrict our estimates to fall between 0 and 100%.
We therefore forecast vote shares for each party
by drawing them from a beta distribution with pa-
rameters a and b, which are dened based upon
the unconstrained forecast given above (V^ ) and the
stored and smoothed values of :8
Vj  Beta(a; b)
a =
V^ (V^   V^ 2    V^ (1 V^ )0:21 )
( V^ (1 V^ )0:21 )
b =
(1  V^ )(V^   V^ 2    V^ (1 V^ )0:21 )
( V^ (1 V^ )0:21 )
3. Constituency model
The national model provided us with a forecast
of the national share of the vote won by each party.
In this section, we describe a model for estimating
current constituency opinion. In the section that
follows, we describe how to reconcile these estimates
of current constituency opinion with our forecast
national vote share.
We begin by describing our data. We use data
from 187 published constituency polls. The vast
majority of these (169) were commissioned by Lord
Ashcroft.
We also use data from YouGov national sam-
ples. We have information on the constituency and
2010 vote of each respondent, as well as limited
demographic information. We reweight these con-
stituency samples to match constituency character-
istics as reported by the 2011 Census. Specically,
we reweight on the basis of gender, age group, high-
est educational qualication, social grade and 2010
8The intuition here is to approximate well vote shares
which are normally distributed with a mean of 30%.
vote. We then use the implied sample shares to cre-
ate a pseudo-sample of the size implied by Kish's
eective sample size formula (Kish 1965).
On average, the information from these con-
stituency polls and subsamples is 68 days old.
[Table 1 about here.]
Because many of the constituency-specic polls
ask respondents about their vote intention under
two dierent prompts { one generic (\If there was
a general election tomorrow, which party would
you vote for?"), one constituency-specic (\Think-
ing specically about your own parliamentary con-
stituency at the next General Election and the can-
didates who are likely to stand for election to West-
minster there, which party's candidate do you think
you will vote for in your own constituency?") {
we can investigate the relationship between party
support under these two conditions. Party-specic
regressions relating these dierent levels of support
are shown in Table 1 for the three main parties only.
With this data, and an idea of the relationship
between generic and specic support, we can con-
struct our dependent variable, yi, a vector of length
eight which stores the (weighted) number of poll re-
spondents intending to vote for each party in each
constituency. Subscript i indexes unique combina-
tions of constituency and polling company (i=1. . .
818). As before, let ni stand for the number of
respondents in each row of y.
yi Multinom(pi; ni)
The probabilities of respondents in each con-
stituency (sub)sample voting for each party j can
be modelled as follows:
pij = gij + gij
kjP
k
+ (1  gi) kjP
k
where gi is an indicator which has the value 1
if the poll used a \generic" prompt rather than a
constituency-specic prompt, and where  and 
are the intercept and slope of a regression of vote
intention given a generic prompt against vote inten-
tion under a constituency-specic prompt (as plot-
ted in Table 1). ij is in turn modelled as a func-
tion of jci , or today's latent level of support for
party j in constituency c, plus house eects specic
to house h jhi , minus a \shift", jti . That shift
is equal to the change in the log-ratio of national
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support for party j, relative to the reference party,
between the day of the poll i and the current day.9
log(ij) = jci + jhi   jti
Constituency vote shares are modelled as draws
from a normal distribution with mean equal to a
linear function of logit-transformed past vote shares
(v2010jc ) of all parties and explanatory variables Xjc
which are all measured at the level of constituency
c.
jc  N(jv2010jc +Xjcj ; 2j )
j  Unif(0; 1)
The explanatory variables used include:
 political variables (logit-transformed vote
share of party j in the European Parliament
elections of 2014; logit-transfomed vote share
of party j in the most recent local author-
ity elections, and dummy variables record-
ing whether party j currently holds the seat,
whether party j's MP is standing down,
whether party j's incumbent MP is a rst-term
MP).10
 geographic variables (a variable recording
whether the respondent constituency was in
Scotland, Wales, or one of nine English re-
gions)
 demographic variables taken from the 2011
Census (average highest level of education on a
seven-point scale; average NRSM social grade
scored one to four; average age in years; the
percentage of residents who are Christian, of no
religion, of another non-Christian religion; the
percentage of residents who are female, mar-
ried, own their own home, and who are in the
private sector) and from the 2013 Annual Sur-
vey of hours and Earnings (log of median earn-
ings in pounds).
 public opinion variables: the estimated propor-
tion of respondents in each constituency who
support British exit from the European Union
9In practice, this means that we assume a uniform na-
tional swing in the log-ratio transform of party vote shares
between the day of a constituency poll and the day we gen-
erate our forecasts. We return to this issue in the following
section.
10Vote shares obtained in dierent geographic areas have
been mapped onto Westminster constituency boundaries in
proportion to area.
Most multinomial logistic regression models (of
which this is a variant) are identifed by constraining
the coecients for the reference outcome category
to zero. Here, we identify the model through tight
priors on .
At each new release of Ashcroft polls, we have
compared our estimates from this model to the new
polling data, nding that our estimates are only
modestly overcondent once we take into account
poll and model uncertainty. In order to extract
estimates of constituency support (vjc) from this
model, we calculate:
vjc =
ejc
8P
j=1
ejc
4. Reconciliation
In order to produce a forecast of constituency
vote shares, we must combine our forecast of
election-day national vote shares with our estimates
of current constituency vote shares.
One way of combining these two sets of estimates
is to calculate, for each party, the dierence be-
tween the party's national vote share at the time
the constituency votes shares were estimated, and
the forecast national vote share, and to then add
on this dierence to the estimated vote share in
each constituency. This re-creates the logic of uni-
form national swing (UNS), except that instead of
adding on (subtracting) a uniform national swing
from past constituency results, we add on (subtract)
a uniform national swing from constituency esti-
mates. This also recreates the problems of UNS, in
that it leads to negative vote shares, particularly
when making predictions for all other parties and
parties with low estimated vote share, which in turn
creates the potential for inconsistency between na-
tional and constituency estimates.
We therefore create a new swing model which
satises the constraint that constituency estimates
must, when multiplied by constituencies' share of
the voting population Tc (which is a result both
of the eligible population and the rate of turnout),
sum up to national estimates. To do so, we assume
that the relative rates of turnout across constituen-
cies stay as they were in 2010.
Let us begin by paraphrasing the naive approach
in a more formal way which begins to take account
of dierential turnout. Our problem is to nd the
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value of x (i.e., the right \uniform swing") which
minimizes the following function:
f(x) =
TcP
Tc
(vjc + x)  Vj
where f(x) = 0 means that our two estimates
are perfectly reconciled. Because, in this statement
of the problem, x is always and everywhere a uni-
form shift, the problem of non-negative vote shares
arises.
In order to avoid this issue, we can re-state the
formula above by transforming the vote shares us-
ing a further function G(:).
f(x) =
TcP
Tc
G 1(G(vjc) + x)  Vj
[Figure 1 about here.]
G() can be any invertible sigmoidal function
which transforms real numbers into numbers in the
range (0,1). Figure 1 shows three such functions,
and how they deal with swings of 5 and 20% re-
spectively. The top panel shows the eect of these
swings under uniform national swing (i.e., the iden-
tity function). The middle panel shows what hap-
pens if we use the logistic function, in which case
instead of adding on a value of x measured in per-
centage points, we add on a value of x measured
in logits. After experimenting with a number of
functions, we have opted to use the cumulative dis-
tribution function of the generalized normal distri-
bution, which has additional parameters  (scale)
and  (shape). We set  = 1 and  = 10. This is
shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1.
With this function, we then optimize to nd,
for each party, the value of x which minimizes the
above function, ensuring the closest possible match
between our constituency estimates and our na-
tional forecasts.
5. Forecasts
Table 2 gives our forecasts of vote shares and seat
counts, along with the respective 90% credible in-
tervals.
[Table 2 about here.]
Note that the vote shares reported are predictions
of the vote shares won by parties considering votes
cast in Great Britain only, and therefore excluding
Northern Ireland.
Because we use Bayesian methods to generate
the national forecast, the constituency current esti-
mates, and apply the reconciliation on an iteration-
by-iteration basis, we can also calculate probabili-
ties of arbitrary events. Thus, the probability that
the Conservatives will be the largest party in terms
of seats is 63.2%, but in 2000 simulations Conser-
vatives had a majority on 0 occasions.
Indeed, in no simulation run did either party win
a majority of 326 seats or more, and it is likely
(41%) that no two parties combined (short of a
grand coalition) will be able to command 326 seats.
Thus, although it is extremely dicult to forecast
which party will be the largest party { something
which might be thought to be an important desider-
atum of any forecasting model { we can be relatively
condent that the eventual outcome is likely to be
\messy".
6. Post election post-script
Our nal forecast was inaccurate (with a total
seat error of 110) and probably over-condent (pre-
dicting that a Conservative majority was incredibly
unlikely). The seat forecasts for three parties (Con-
servatives, Labour, and Liberal Democrats) were
outside our 90% forecast intervals.
The main reason our forecast was inaccurate was
that the polls were inaccurate in ways we did not
foresee. Our change-on-change model (section 2)
correctly forecast that the nal polls would under-
estimate Conservative vote share and over-estimate
Labour vote share, but not to the degree they did.
Our change-on-change model incorrectly forecast
that the Liberal Democrats would improve relative
to the nal polls and that UKIP would fall back.
While we estimated the historical magnitude of de-
viations between results and the change-on-change
model, we nonetheless put little probability on er-
rors as large as the ones we observed in 2015.
Had we known the true national vote shares,
we would have performed well in forecasting con-
stituency outcomes relative to uniform national
swings in Scotland, England and Wales. When we
reconcile our constituency estimates to true Great
Britain-only vote shares, our forecast constituency
vote shares have a root mean square error (RMSE)
of 2.62, compared to an RMSE of 3.84 for uniform
national swings in Scotland, England and Wales.
Thus, we think that our mapping of votes to seats
represents an improvement on techniques which
have been used previously.
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The main problem with our constituency fore-
casts is their over-condence. We compared our
constituency forecasts to the implied probabilities
derived from constituency betting markets (Wolfers
and Zitzewitz 2006). Betting markets predicted the
winner in 570 of 632 seats, exactly the same as our
model. However, betting markets perform better
than our forecast when evaluated by their Brier
score, which penalizes condent mispredictions and
rewards condent successes: betting markets had
a Brier score of 0.145, compared to 0.151 for our
forecast model. The performance of betting mar-
kets improves further if the favourite/longshot bias
identied in 2010 betting markets is accounted for
(Wall, Sudulich, and Cunningham 2012). This does
not mean that betting markets are an alternative to
poll-based models: seat spreads on betting markets
seemed to follow our own estimates for some parties
and some aggregate outcomes.11
We believe that the model described in this note
oers a useful starting point for future work on fore-
casting elections in systems with single member dis-
tricts, and also for nowcasting based on assumed
national vote shares. It is unfortunate the largest
source of error { polling error { lies outside of our
control. The polling industry, of course, has incen-
tives to amend methodologies to ameliorate these
errors. As such, if we were revising our method for
a future UK election, we would focus on better cali-
brating the likely magnitude of polling errors rather
than trying to better predict their direction.
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Figure 1: Dierent swing functions
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Table 1: Specic v generic support
Dependent variable:
Con (spec.) Lab (spec.) LD (spec.)
(1) (2) (3)
Con (generic) 1.048
(0.019)
Lab (generic) 1.117
(0.015)
LDem (generic) 1.644
(0.024)
Constant  0.027  0.041  0.016
(0.006) (0.005) (0.003)
Observations 225 225 225
R2 0.931 0.960 0.955
Adjusted R2 0.931 0.960 0.955
Residual Std. Error (df = 223) 0.028 0.025 0.027
F Statistic (df = 1; 223) 3,017.000 5,353.000 4,702.000
Note: p<0.1; p<0.05; p<0.01
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Party Mean Lo Hi Mean Lo Hi
Conservatives 34.4 31.8 37.1 278 252 305
Labour 32.8 30.0 35.6 267 240 293
Liberal Democrats 11.7 9.8 13.9 27 21 33
SNP 4.0 3.5 4.5 53 47 57
Plaid Cymru 0.6 0.5 0.7 4 2 6
Greens 4.1 2.9 5.5 1 0 1
UKIP 10.6 8.7 12.6 1 0 2
Other 1.7 0.9 2.7 1 1 1
Table 2: Forecast GB vote and seat shares
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